
Managers get results through the efforts of others. They utilize resources in the most 
efficient and effective manner in order to produce outstanding results. They burn 
their candle of energies to stay ahead of competition. They play a variety of roles while 
managing the show, such as interpersonal, informational and decision making roles. 
They set targets, organize resources, coordinate effort, motivate people, control the 
different elements of an organisation and lead from the front. In order to convert their 
dreams into concrete action plans they require skills of a different nature.
Managerial skills—such as planning skills, leadership skills and controlling skills and 
interpersonal skills—are essential to bring order out of chaos and convert disorganized 
resources into useful, productive assets. These skills are required at all levels of 
management. Technical, human and conceptual skills are required in different degrees 
at various levels of management. To ensure smooth flow of operations, managers 
need to be more humane and considerate in nature. They must not be over-elated by 
victories nor crushed by defeats. Apart from emotional balance, they need to have 
tolerance for mistakes and stand by people when they fail to meet given targets. 
They have to create a pleasant organisational climate and culture where everyone is 
encouraged to express freely and allowed to take up meaningful and interesting work. 
Successful managers, invariably possess outstanding qualities of head and heart apart 
from excellent credentials obtained from top academic institutions. In actual practice, 
however, experience is the best teacher. The hard knocks of business, the ups and downs, 
the economic cycles and the practical experience of balancing conflicting viewpoints 
would teach many a lesson to budding managers everywhere.
The present text, Management Principles & Applications tries to strike a harmonious 
balance between time tested management principles and their successful application in 
a dynamic world. Divided into 24 chapters, the book covers lot of ground including—
the various functions of management, the decision making and problem solving skills 
of managers, and other essential attributes that successful managers must possess in 
order to achieve success in a changing market environment. The text primarily focuses 
attention on the following aspects while trying to integrate theory with practice and 
uncover the mystery surrounding an exciting subject: 
 u	 Chapter outline: Each chapter begins with a clear statement of the topics covered 

in each chapter. The topics highlighted will alert the student’s attention to the 
key aspects of the chapter and help in chalking out a clear road map from the 
examination point of view. 
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 u	 Textual Matter: The book contains 24 chapters—focusing attention on manage-
rial roles, functions and challenges. The textual matter, at each and every stage, 
reflects research findings, scholarly contributions from academicians as well 
as industry chiefs, critical but dispassionate analyses from industry observers 
all over the globe, real life experiences etc. The scientific underpinnings of a 
growing subject—Management—are also highlighted in relevant spots. The text 
is research based, student-friendly and eminently readable because of its racy 
style and easy to understand language. The student is not bombarded with ‘ivory 
tower’ research in the name of elaborating a topic, but is pleasantly greeted with 
practical insights into the world of work from every corner of the world. The text 
offers a lively commentary—in a conversational style—on the ongoing nature of 
real organisations and the behaviour of individuals and teams that work within 
them. 

 u	 Contemporary Examples: Unlike other texts, there is a conscious attempt to crack 
the theoretical mystery surrounding complex topics through contemporary ex-
amples. Ivory tower research is discarded in favour of live corporate examples 
to elaborate a point. 

 u	 Latest stories, recent clippings, current themes: The Internet has changed our 
lives, more or less, for ever. Every source that the Web offers has been looked into 
and brought back to life through insertions at relevant places. The journals and 
magazines that have remained out of reach of audience in third world countries 
are now competing with each other for catching your attention—right in front of 
you. You name any quality journal or magazine or the website that has not been 
probed in an attempt to examine a point for various angles – and that’s there 
before you in the book. 

 u	 Charts, boxes, tables: Study aids such as figures, charts, tables, boxes have been 
used in abundant measure in order to present the contents in a capsule form.  

 u	 Chapter Summary and Test Questions: Each chapter ends with a summary of 
important points that students should retain. The test questions that follow will 
help students to check their understanding of key issues, to go beyond basic 
themes and to explore areas that require further study. 

 u	 Cases: Case studies provided at the end of each chapter will help the students 
develop problem-solving skills and see how theoretical concepts find expression 
in real life. Many of these cases are about companies whose names students will 
be able to catch quickly; others are based on real management events but the 
identities of companies and leaders have been disguised. 
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